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1INTRO DUCT10
PURPOSE OF THESIS
In many schools the professional program takes
the for>- of stated faculty meetings where a multi-
plicity of minor and major administrative detail is
presented. The result is that faculty meetings be-
come an administrr tive evil. In spite of tliis fact,
the belief prevailed in the writers' mind that a
rightly conducted faculty meeting had a sound educa-
tional and professional function to fullfill v/ithin
the school.
In reality, t>is study is an attempt to discover
if "The welfare of the schoolfe demand periodical meet-
ings with teachers, and such are everywhere recognized
as an essential elem.ent in preserving the unity within
the school." (Cubberly, P. S.) p. 233) and if 'These
meetings are needed for consid'^ring certain phases of
school work and the progress of instruction: somev/hat
for administrative and supervisory purposes , and some-
v/hat for inspirational purposes." (P. 3. Cubberly, p. 233)
DEFINITION OF TERMS
T- ' ^: thesis v/ill be confined to a consideration
of teachers' meetings for teachers in the elementary
school held under the leadership of the principal of
that school.
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The use of the term, faculty meetings, mir;ht
have been better. These meetings, as far as the
purrose of this thesis is concerned, may take the
form of a general meeting, departmental meeting,
grade meeting, or another group type of a building
meeting
.
GENERAL METHOD OF ATTACK
The reader v/ill find that the first section
of this thesis is devoted to the subject as seen
from the e^'-es of professional v;riters, educators,
students, and thinkers. In other v/ords , the first
section deals entirely with the theory of teachers'
m.^etinTs as evidenced by the literature on the
subject
,
The second section is an attempt to define the
term, "a rirhtly conducted teachers' meeting". Prom
the study of the professional literature on the subject
certain definite criteria for a good teachers'
meeting are set forth in this section.
In the third section one leaves theory behind and
deals with reality. By the use of a questionnaire
sent to certain Connecticut elementary school prin-
cipals, the v^riter tries to discover hov/ far the theory
of section tv/o coincides with the every day practice

in Connecticut elementary schools. This section
represents the original research part of the thesis.
REFERENCES
Instead of rlacing the cit-itions in foot
notes at the oottorn of the pages, the writer pre-
ferred to olace them in parentheses and to run them
in the body of the page and immediately after the
statement or statements v/hich they are meant to
sur-nort, Y/hen not used too much ti is method is
more economical of space in the manuscript and has
the advantage of being more convenient for typists
and printers.
In using this plan the v/riter numbered the
references in the bibliography, then in citing to
one of these references, he merely gives its number
in parentheses, the name of the author, and the
exact pages of the reference cited to, as (15, Babbit,
p. ^3)
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Herbert Blair, im-ier whose direction this thesis
was written, for his never failin-^ aid, his encouran;ement
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jrSTIFICATION OF TEACHERS' MEETIWCrS
SECTION I
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JTTSTIFTCATIOK OP TEACHERS' Ml^ETIKGS
SECTION I
An effective teachers' meeting is justified by
DPofessional writers on the following grounds:
-1-
The teachers' meeting is an excellent means of
im.proving the v/ork of a teacher by giving her a share
in the solution of som.e of the professional problems
of the school, "This cooperative procedure in deter-
mining plans and programs of action inevitably results
in producing larger programs than could possibly come
out of the thinking of any person or any number of per-
sons in which all the groups v/ho are to execute the pro-
grams are not represented. While it is conceivable that
a genius in school administration might, through v/orking
alone, produce an ideal program, it is evident that this
same genius, working in conference v/ith others who v;ill
react to ''-^2 3 ideas and v/ho v/i]l stimulate his thinking
,
m^y fair] 7/- be expected to produce an even more ideal plan
and program. (52, Wilson, p. 6)
Other advantages accruing from, the fact that an
effective teachers' meeting permits teachers to become
participators in the great scheme of education are:
(a) prevents teachers from becoming mere automatons
and allov/s them to be real teachers.
1i
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Cb) remedies the sit\i;ition of an expert
dictating educational methods and
subject matter to a passive recipient
group of teachers,
(c) "The only means of crystalling a program
that can actually be put into effect is
confining in a democrat! r? fasnion with
teachers fl»om various groups." (52, Wilson,
p. 61)
(d)
,
"Development of high morale; making available
for use the knov/ledge, inspiration, and
Ideals of the whole teaching force; and the
furthering of professional knowledge and
education of all concerned are the values to
be derived from effective participation of
the teachers in the professional problems
of the school,' (Spaulding, P, A., Coopera-
tion in -school Adminisiration, school Reviev/,
Vol. 26, p. 216)
-2-
"The teachers' meeting is a necessar7r and vital
part of a broad supervisory program", according to John
Thomas (Discussion in Touchers' 'vioetings. Elementary
School Journal, Jan. 193( )
-3-
"Group meetings in some form have been an early
and t^^pical m.eans of improving teachers in service".
(37, a Research Bulletin, p. 10)
-4-
"The teachers' meeting is next in importance to
supervision, and is the place v/hcre good administration

begins; that through these meetings the policies
of the school are shaped. Secondly, here pro-
fessional interest is stimulated - and corrected if
in error - and both nev/ teachers and old develop
accordingly," (30, Katterjohn, p. 67)
-5-
"One of the most effective v/ays of building up
the right kind of team v/ork among teachers, of assujning
the position of a real professional leader, and of dis-
cussing educational and routine policies for the school
is by means of carefully planned v/orthv/hile teachers '
meetings. (19, Gist, o. 17)
-6-
"The faculty meeting is the principal's great
opportunity for constructive leadership. Through it
he shov.ld seek to secure the u.nification of the spirit
and aims of his entire staff and the progressive
improvem.ent of his school." (28, JohJison, p. 97)
-7-
"Teuchers' m.eetings hold an important position
in harm.onizlng and unifying the v/ork of a system, or
school." (23, Harris, p. 120)

8-8-
"T'rachers' ir.eetin'TS are essential to a modern
school since its function is not merely teaching
subjects but developing socially efficient citizens.
This means the child must "be trained in such m.atters
as moral character, care of the body, skill in earning
a living, willingness to be of service to others, ability
to perform the duties of citizenship, and a-n-Dreciation
of music, literature and art. The school administrator
and his staff must have in mind the good of each child
and that of the social .^roup v;"Jiich he forms a part.
Tire work of each teacher and of each department must
contribute to the total development. Faculty meetings
offer opportunity to discuss the interrelationship
betv/een teachers with res-nect to these particular duties,
(37a, Research Bulletin, p. 227)
_o_
"The efficient princiDal has learned hovA to make
sure of professional growth for the v/hole faculty through
the regular teachers' meetings. He knows that this time
beyond price is his golden opportunity/ to av/aken the latent
nowers and professional devotion of the teachers in his
school, (35, McSkim.m.on, p, 189)

9-10-
"The grade teachers' meeting, held about once
each month, devoting earnest effort to clarify and
to solve the problems and perplexities which arise
in the school room during the month, is an indispensable
part of a school system which claims credit for well
organized sui^ervision . There is no substitute for it,"
(48, V/agner, p. 130)
-11-
"Some of the desirable characteristics of getting
the machine to work in harmony may be secured in the
teachers' m.eeting." (15, Douglas, p, 40)
-12-
"The principal is the leader and is tho person in
authority who is closest to the teacher's daily prob-
lems. With him rests the grave responsibility of setting
into action those elements of influences which create
the spirit of the school; of encouraging such activities
as are likely to develop character and power in pupils:
and of guiding the work of all subordinates by encourag-
ing the able, helping those who are less strong, directing
with care and exactness those of limited capacity, and
urging forward to better achievem.ent those possessed of
low standards of service.

10
There are varying means by which the principal
seeks to meet this grave responsibility for providing
for each child the best possible equipment and teach-
ing service. One ver^^' effective agency is the well
planned regularly conducted teachers' meeting". (7,
Carrigan, p. 92)
-13-
"The primary object of the teachers' m.eeting is
to increase the efficiency of the school." (15, Douglas,
p. 40)
-14-
"A part of the supervision of class v/ork can be
done in bulk. Very often the most effective methods of
helping teachers are those v/hich are somewhat general
and indirect. That supervisor is rost successful who
aims to cultivate in his teachers the broadest view of
their tasks. Detailed criticisms are then easy to m.ake
and because th<^ teocncrs nave a uroaa eiGxierRi background
criticisms are constructive rather than disheartening.
Teachers' meetings is one v/ay that may and is often
utilized by many principals to give the general broad
training needed." (22, Gray, p. 27)
-15-
"Thp tepchers' meeting, if properly handled, can
I1
i
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be made a vital force in welding a group of teachers
together, maintaining unity of purpose in a school
and building up professional ambition and spirit,"
(12, Cubberly, 513)
-16-
"General faculty or departmental meetine-is have
tv^o purposes: economy and democracy. The economy
lies in the o"~T>ortunity to bring the sam.e m.aterlal be-
fore many teachers sim.ultaneously instead of individually.
Many of the -ooints that need clearing up or interpreting
can be thus taken up much more economically, and plans
for concerted action laid out. The chief value, however,
is the democratic one, and the teachers must approach
the situation from the viev/point of the principle of
integration. These meetings are opportunities for teach-
ers to make contributions from, their several experiences,
to discuss pros and cons of various procedures, and to
reach agreement on a high plane regarding the ideals and
princir^les that shor.ld govern in the teaching." (17,
Foster, p. 271)
-17-
"Teachers' meetings provide excellent or;-nortunities
for stimulating keen interest in, and an intelligent view

of teaching probloms." (22, Gray, p. 267)
-18-
"The v/elfare of the schools demand periodical
meetings v/ith teachers, and such are everywhere
recognized as an essential element in preserving
the unity of a system or a school. These meetings
are needed for considering certain phases of school
work, - somewhat for administrative and supervisory
puTDOses, and for inspirational purposes," (12 a,
Cubberly, p. 233)
-19-
"Rightfully conducted building meetings" are
a useful ^ency in stimulating teachers to greater
zeal, in keeping them in touch v/ith the advance in
education, and in creating respect for t?ie leadership
of the principal and for his ability as an organizer,"
(31, McKeehan, p. 370)
-20-
"Advances in educational science and psychology
and the results of educational research cannot be
disregarded in the modern classroom. Findings of
educational research are coming to be as significant
for teachers as medical research is for physicians.
The progressive administrator brings these to the
I1
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attention of his teachers through faculty meetings."
(37 a. Research Bulletin, p. 227)
-21-
"The teachers' meetinp-s can be so planned that
they will be a strong factor in bringing about im-
provement in teaching through the following influence
(a) inspirational contacts
(b) suggestive help offered by one eminently
successful in a given field,
(c) resnonsibility for personal contribiit ions
as a m.em.ber of a group undertaking a piece
of voluntary v/ork,
(d) through observation of exceptional fine
teaching
.
(e) through reading of best professional
literature and having chance to discuss
it." (17, Carrigan, p. 91)
-22-
"Teachers" meetings for the consideration of
details of management may be necessary; but those
wherein constructive policies are studied in the
light of the results of study and experiment have un-
limited possibilities." (17, Poster, t^. 79)
-23-
"The teachers » meeting is one of the ways by
v;hich the e'iucs. t ional program in our school can keep

pace v/ith and be identified v/ith the most progre. sive
ciirrent of public life." (4, Ballou, p. 55)
-24-
"The coordinating of the various departmental
functions , the unification of the school and com-
munity, ideals and objectives, the cooperation of the
entire personnel v/ith the executive office, the quality
of instruction, the esprit de corDs of the school, and
lastly the personal success of the principal and his
corps of teachers is, in a large measure, dependent
upon the effectiveness of the faculty meeting," (51,
Van Oot, p. 45-6)
-25-
"Teachers ' meetings may be utilized for pr<-
fessirnal inspiration." (17, Foster, p. 457)
-26-
"Teachers ' meetings are organized means to
provide means v/hereby comparatively large groups
of teachers may Drofit professionally to the maximum
through suggestions obtained by coming in contact v/ith:
(a) an intelligent discussion of teaching problem.s
(b) a v/ide range of classroom experience gathered
toffr-ther through discussion of concrete types
of activities
.
i
(c) the latest developments in the field of
methods and classroom technique - vital
issues of iiTim.ediate interest,
(d) bibliographies of current articles and
recent riublications - worthwhile material
for professional reading.
(e) sam.ples or descriptions of valuable materials
exhibits of projects worked out by classes,
etc., posted at the office of the supervisors
and discussed durinf'; meeting,
If) dem.onstration lessons to illustrate ©ffecoive
irethods of teaching." (5, Boeltner, p. 19)
-27-
"The teachers' meeting is a force or plan by which
initiative and courage can be developed in the teacMng
corps, and the whole force v/orks together with one single
aim - the development of the finest type of U. 3. citizen
(4, Pallou, p. 5)
-28-
"The teachers' meeting offers an opportunity to
develop teachers, particularly if it is conducted as a
university sem.inar. The r^al opportunity for continued
growth of the teachers scholastically comes in the de-
partm.ental rceting. Here the interest may properly be
in scholarship as v/ell as professional skill, The depart
mental meeting v/ill aid its mem.bers by reviews and dis-
cussions of important articles in professional journals.

and by keeping In mind, how svjbject matter is intimately
connected with method." (16, Fit zpatrick and Hiitson,
p. 98)
-29-
"Teachers' meetings by schools, by grades, or
by types of schools are profitable in the im.provement
of teaching just to the extent that they are organized
and conducted v/ith that puroose in view." (4, Ballou,
55)
-30-
"Professional values are not the only ones
possessed by the teachers' meeting. This meeting
is valuable also as a means of social intercourse
am.ong teachers." (47, U.S. Educati(>nal Bulletin, p. 66)
-31-
Teachers' aneetings, based upon a definite
program for training teachers in service,has a good
effect UDon the morale of the corps for teachers like
to be a Dart of a school, that is alive and growing,
they like to feel conversant v/lth Tnodern educr^tlopal
tendencies , and are prepared to take part in such
investigations as are possible with means at service."
(19, Moodier,- p. 57)

-32-
"The constant revision of the curriculum, due
to the rapidity of the change in modern life and its
complexity, means that every member in the teaching
staff must be kept informed. Curriculum construction
and revision is today one of the educational problem.s.
Thousands of teachers are helping solve it - every
teacher must have a s^/mpathetic understanding of the
changes adopted. This reouires frequent meetings
of the whole teaching body and of particular groups."
(37 a. Research Bulletin, p. 227)
-33-
"The grade meeting, which is nearly as universal
as the general meeting, is needed for those detailed
problem.s of schoolcraft that concerr, directly only a
relatively small group of teachers." (47, U . S. Educational
Bulletin, p. 67)
-34-
In a study made as part of an accredited course
in the University of North Carolina, the elementary
school teachers of Buncombe County were asked to rank
supervisory activities in the order of desirability from
the teachers point of viev/. Teachers' meetings ranked
third in order of desirability. Also this study arrived
at the conclusion that "teachers' meetings can be made

tc carry over into definite iinprovement in classroom
practices. This can be accor-Dlished by preliminary
preparation, vdiich shows the teachers the relationship
of the meeting to their specific problems and by an
interesting follow-up to make sure that adaptations have
been made," (Morris, E, C, A Joint Program of Sup-
ervisory Study Among Principals and Supervisors, Bulletin
of Elem^-ntary School Principals, Jan, 1930, p. 78)
-35-
"For harmonizing the v/ork of a school and
reanimating the spirit of its members there is no
more potent factor than the periodical gathering of
the instructors." (52, Wilson- p, 61)
-36-
"These separatist tendencies must be eliminated
so far as -possible; unity of aims must be established;
a coordination of activities brought about and a con-
stant stimulas and occasion for professional improve-
Fient provided for the teaching body. Experience shows
that this can best be accomplished in a large measure
in the faculty meeting," (44, Smith, p. 406)
-37-
"Professional teachers' m.eetini:;s carefully
nlanned and properly conducted serve as an excellent
II
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means of general iiTiproveinent . " (Gist, A. S., P'lementary
School Supervision, Scribners, p. 255)
-38-
"Teachers' meetings are an outlet of expression
and, in a v/ay, tend to lessen the back fence method
of communication." (10, Clark)
-39-
Super intendents of various tov/ns have had the
following to say in their reports in regard to the
general purroses of teachers' meetings: (39, Russell, p. 8)
(a) to develop teachers to greater efficiency
(Moline, 111. 1916, p. 29)
(b) to help each teacher to render the highest
type of service of v/hich she is capable,
(buluth, Minn., 1918, p. 3)
(c) to hel-o her (the teacher) succeed. (Elmira,
Nrw York, 1915, p. 20)
(d) to help keep instruction efficient, (Mr, Vernon
New York 1919, p, 12)
(e) to facilitate the basic adjustments to each
other of the entire teaching corps and
supervisory staff. (Topeka, Kansas, 1914-15, p, 11)
(f ) inspirational to the teachers as well as
helpful to the school system in bringing together
the various elements of the organization for bet-
ter acquaintance and understanding of their
relationship to one another. (Muskogee, Oklahoma,
1910, p, 19)
J1
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-40-
"Suporvis ion contemplates the improvement of
teacher during his or her period of service. Out
of this point of view has com.e the use of teachers'
meetings for the pur nose of improving the equipment
and technique of the teacher." (39 Russell, p. 7)
-41-
"in order that there may be some common ideas
concerning method of teaching, there must be a common
understanding of the principles underlying method.
Some uniformity of belief concerning the particular
school situation in v/hich they are working together is
necessary in order that supervisors and teachers may
fully realize the possibilities and limitations of
their tasks. By v/hat m?ans is such agreement to be
brought about? The teachers' meeting offers one of
the best m.eans of modifying and unifying purpose."
(41, Scott, p, 57)
SUMMARY
In summary one ma:^ say that "Teachers' meetinpjs are
(1) for discussing and deciding uron a uniform
educational policy for the school; (2) for supervisory
and administrative purposes: (3) as a clearing house for
all general professional activities; and finally, for
c
21
arousing and inspiring the teachers." (4V, it, s.
Educational Bulletin, p. 66)
R
One may say that the rigtit kind of a teachers '
meeting serves the following purposes: (a) "The best
ideas In the force are mobilized for the benefit of
all children: (b) Esprit de corp is created or heigh-
tened, attitudes are equalized; teachers are helped
in 5^etting a better perspective of their work and a
apirit of comirion interest is promoted; (c) InformatJon
and direction are given which aids teachers in placing
their work on a high plane; (d) The need for profes-
sional advancement is constantly kept before teachers;
(e) Teachers are helped in understanding the program
as planned. Cooperation is brought about as veil as
comm.on aims and standards of judgment." (37 a. Research
Bulletin, p. 229)
!
DEFINITE CRITERIA and AIDS for CONDUCTING GOOD
TEACT-T^S» MEETINGS
SECTION II
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DEFTHITE CRITERIA and AIDS for CQNDUCTI I^IG
GOOD TEACHERS' MEETINGS
SECTION II
This section attempts to define the term, "
a rightly conducted teachers' meeting." Prom, the
study of professional literature on the subject
certain definite aids or criteria for a good
teachers' meeting are set forth,
-1-
The lecture form of a teachers' m.eeting is
generally bad except when for the purpose of in-
spiration and stirA-.lation. This type often fails
to get dov/n to "brass tacks', and is often as useless
as too much talking on the part of a teacher in the
classroom. (7, Carrigan td. 92) "The lecture m^eeting
is essentially an appreciation lesson and needs to be
guided according to recognized principles." (32, Lull,
p. 92)
-2-
"Definite plan for the m.eeting, the purpose of
which is un^^erstood by all." (Hosic, p. 436-9) The
teachers' m.eeting should be carefully planned, carefully
assigned, and must be definite and purposeful. (43 Simpson
p. 184)
1c
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-3-
"The pro^^ram of the professional meetiritj should,
not be determined by Vrc: incident of the inoruent . The
program should be developed ir the lirht c^f oxrcrlence
and 2^ov/ing out of an inti^nate knowledge of the teachers
and their program.. "{ 1, Adams, p. 735) "A [<;ood teachers'
m.eeting has its inception in the needs of the teaching
staff. There must be an apperceptive basis, if the
meeting is to be of real interest to the group," (43,
Simpson, p. 185)
-4-
"The general principles of education which teachers
are expected to apply in the classroom should be em.-
bodled in teachers' meetings," (9, Carr ) "A good teachers'
meeting, like a skillful bit of teaching, involves pur-
posing, planning, executing and judging on the part of
the leader and group" (43, Simpson, p. 183)
-5-
A good teachers' meeting provides for free expression
and a rraximujn of contribution from the teachers. There
is a vast am.ount of difference between the word,
"contribution" and the word, "participation", (43,
Simpson, p. 180) "The extent of teachers' contribution
is the real test of a .';';roup meeting," (37, A.)

:4
"a teachers' meeting, to iustif^'- itself, must be worth
the orice, v/hich implies that v;e must consider not only
what the teacher gets, taut gives." (46, p. 60)
-6-
"There should be a similarity of interest between
members of the group. Specifically, in a general pro-
fessional meeting of all the teachers of the school,
only those comjnon problems such as ^ "new school policies,
means for im.proving moral standard of all pupils; and
purely insoir ational matters of various kinds. Yfherever
possible it is a better plan to get together teachers
who have at least in general a similarity of teaching
interests." (7, Carrigan, p. 85)
-7-
"if the v/ork of the school is departmentalized
it is advisable that the principal and the heads of
departments plan their schedules in a soecial con-
ference at the beginning of the year. In this way it
is possible to avoid conflicts and a v/ell balanced
schedule of meetings can result." (34, McLaughlin, p, 30)
-8-
"The hour of the meeting is one that should be
settled in cooperation with the teachers." (37 a, vol. 4)

25-
ir the teachers are facing to do some roal thinking
on some real problems a time should be selected when
teachers are not too tired {46, Supt ' s Wife, p. 60)
Prom, this noint of view Mondav and Tuesday are the
best days on v/hich to hold meetings. (12, Cubberly, p. 518)
The meeting should last no longer than one hour. (12,
Cubberly, p. 519) "Teachers are human beings with a
lim.it to their time and endurance." (46, Supt » s V/ife,
p. 60) Above all, "it is important that the meeting
start promptly, know how ajid where it is going, and stop
when it is finished." (12, Cubberly, p. 519)
-9-
The time or date of the meeting should be fixed.
As a general thing, the Drinciml's preparation is
likely to be of higher quality, if the date if fixed,
than if the meeting is understood to be sometime in the
dim future, A fixed date for the meeting permits the
teachers to nlan and budget their after school work
and appointments,
-10-
The number of meetings held should be no more than
necessary, profitable and helpful. Yet, it would be v/ell
to remember that the meetings should be often and frequent

26
''enough to enable a principal to carry through a
definite plan or campaign ana accomplish soinething
during the year." (12, Cubberly, p. 518) In other
v/ords
,
"The frequency of meetings would depend upon
the program outlined for the year. After planning with
the teachers the objectiV' s of the professional mpetings
then the number of meetings necessary to accomplish the
program may be estimated," (37 b, Research Bulletin,
March 1928. "A v/ell planned monthly meeting ought
ordinarily to suffice." (34, McLaughlin p. 30) "Once
in two weeks is perhaps the most desirable frequency."
(12, Cubberly, d. 518)
-11-
No routine business or no announcement v/hich can
be given in form of a bulletin board notice or mimeographed
bulletin should consume the time reserved for professional
meetings. "All trivial and irrelevant matter is avoided
in order that the meeting may not be unduly prolonged,"
(37 b. Research Bulletin, p. 229)
-12-
Meetings for v/hich preparation is made by reading
of a book of pedagogy, must be handled with the uttermost
skill," for often this kind of work is rather dreary and
without much value, (43, Simpson, p,182) (12, Cubberly,
p, 524) V/hi le a meeting of this type has some value, it
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should "be remembered that the application of the pedagogy
studied is the main thing, (7, Carrigan, p, 153)
-13-
"As to the place, hold it in the most comforlable
room in the building," Round table or common table
sitiiation best, for this way of gathering generally
promotes discussion, and it is better psychology to have
teachers facing each other rather than the leader, (12,
Cubberly, p, 519) (34, McLaughlin, p. 31)
-14-
The professional meeting should not be turned into
a grievance or fault-finding meeting, "Teachers begrudging
the time that faculty meetings take, look upon them
as an unnecessary waste of energy when they are of the
bulletin board type, the grievance day type, the lecture-
by-principal type, or the routine business type." (12,
Cubberly, p. 514-16)
-15-
"Let there be a secretary who will keep in outline
the m.inutes of all important matter decided. Have meet-
ings read and approved at succeeding meetings and kept on
file where they are constantly accessible to all, V/ithout
such practices, continuity and sequence in a meeting is
impossible," (24, Hosic, p, 436) Typev/ritten or mimeographed
4i
^8
outlines of the meeting may be used to advantage.
(41, Scott, p. 59)
-15-
Teachers have a right to expect, as a resmlt of
any meeting v/here their presence is required, profes-
sional benefit at least commensurate v/ith the sacrifice
of tim.e and effort which they make in attending. "A man
or v/oman who takes an hour of tiiTB before a group of
teachers owes it to them to make the meeting worth every
precious minute spent within," (46, Supt ' s Wife, p. 60)
-17-
"There are few tests of the real Qualities of
profession al leadership of a principal quite so exact-
ing as the test of his ability to make his regular
building m.eetings of interest and real professional value,"
(12, Cubberl^r, p. 513) "it is the principal who must
take the blame when his meetin^fs are dead and unprofitable
to his teachers, exactly as they assume the responsibility
when their work falls cold and dead upon the children
in their classrooms." (35, McSkimrnon, p, 189) "The
principal, by virtue of his position, is the pro-
fessional leader of his school. Upon his vision. and
sympathetic understanding of the needs of his staff
depends the growth of teachers in service through staff
i
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ineetin9:s." (37 a. Research Bulletin, p. 229)
-18-
"An effective teachers' meeting gives something
definite, supr^lies a need, involves cooperation, creates
the desire for another meeting, takes effect,"
(46, Supt's V/ife, p. 60)
SUIvTIvIARY
In conclusion, one can say that "The meeting
worthy of a professional minded principal is a
professional meetinr - one carefully planned with
real objectives, with common interest participated
in with careful study by v/ay of preparation by all,
contributed by all, but alv/ays under control of the
master mind of the principal as leader." (35, McSkimmon,
p. 189)
R
One can saj that the outstanding features of
a good teachers' meeting are: "Each member of the
teaching personnel has a definite responsibility in
developing the year's program and is given an opportunity
to develop leadership; the meetings provide for con-
sideration of subjects that vitally concern all teachers-
and routine matters take very little time," (27, Gaggers,
p. 36)
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TEACHERS' lyiEETIl^lGS PRACTICES IN CONNECTICUT
SECTION III
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TEACHERS' MEETIlvGS PRACTICES Il^I CONNECTICUT
SECTION III
(a) Method of sec.-uring data
The first step v;as to draw up and have mimeo-
graphed the cues tionnaire , (see appendix) The next
step was to secure the names of principals to v/hom
to send the questionnaire. The names and addresses
of the Superintendents of the following tov/ns or cities
were secured from Brev/er's Directory; Stamford,
Bridgeport, Norwalk, West Hartford, East Hartford,
Groenwicl-i, New Haven, N^vi/ London, Meriden, V/aterbujry,
and Norwich. Then this letter was sent to them:
Mr. ----- Superintendent
Town ----- Connecticut
Dear Sir:
Will it be possible for me
to secure the names of your elementary
principals who have charge of a building
of ten rooms or more? The reason for this
request is that I would like to send them
the enclosed graduate thesis questionnaire.
The reason for find the purpose of t>'is
questionnaire is stated on its first page.
If you prefer not to give out the
names could I s-^nd the questionnaires to your
office and have you distribute them to the
principals and return them to me? I realize
that I am asking a favor and inconvlencing
you but ,under the circumstances, I can do
little else.
Assuring you that any aid you may
i
give me in securing material for my
graduate thesis will be greatly ap-
preciated, I remain.
Very truly yours,
(signed) Stewart M. Patterson
As soon as replies, giving the names of principals,
were received hack from the superintendent the follov/ing
letter was sent to the nam.ed principals:
Mr. - - - - - Principal
Town - - - - Connecticut
Dear Sir
:
Your Superintendent, Mr, - - - - -
,
has given me your name as one to whom
I could send my Boston University gradua'te
thesis questionnaire. The purpose of
and the reason for this auestionnaire is
stated on its first page,
I realize that I am inconviencing
you but I hope that under the stated cir-
cumstances you will overlook it.
May I have your cooperation in
filling out and returning to me the enclosed
questionnaire - as soon as possible?
Thanking you, I remain.
Very truly yours,
(signed) Stewart M, Patterson
If no reply v/as received the "follow up" letter
was sent:
Dear Mr . - - - -
A few weeks ago I asked your
assistance in a questionnaire which

I enclosed.
Replies from the Cormecticut
elementary school principals have been
splendid
.
Although I realize how bus^r you
are at this time of the year I wish to
rem.ind you that to date your reply has
not been received.
Since each reply is proving valuable
to this study I feel that yours is very
much needed, and I would appreciate receiv-
ing it.
Thanking you for your consideration,
I am.
Sincerely yours,
It should be noted that a brief statement of
the purpose and the use to which the results were
going to be put were stated on the first page of
the questionnaire. Two cotjies of the questionnaire
were sent to each person. Also a self-addressed
return stamped envelope was enclosed along with the
two questionnaires.
A total of 105 questionnaires were sent out and
a total of 59 replies were received from the following
tov/ns and cities:
11 Stamford
13 Bridgeport
6 Norvi/alk (South Norwalk)
5 West Hartford
5 East Hartford

4 .G-reenvvich
3 New Haven
2 Meriden
2 V.-aterbupy .
2 London
2 Torrington
1 New Britain
1 IVallingford
1 Norwich
1 Bristol
The percentage of replies received to the
total number sent out is 57.1^. The questionnaire
was only sent to principals in charge of ten or more
room buildings,
(b) STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DATA COLLECTED
TYPES OF TEACHERS' IvIEETINGS REPORTED
TYPE I GENERAL MEETINGS WITH ALL TEACHERS PRESENT
59 - schools reporting
59 - have
- have not
TYPE II GROUP MEETINGS BY DEPARTMENTS - ENGLISH , HISTORY, etc .
56 - schools reporting
27 - have
39 - have not
TYPE III GROUP MEETINGS OF TEACHl^RS BY GRADE
58 - schools reporting
40 - have
18 - have not
TYPE IV OTHER TYPES OR COMBINATIONS OF MEETINGS HELD
3 - have combinations of grades (1-2)
(3-4)etc.
2 - have meetings of special teachers
(music, art, 9;jim, etc.
Ir
(
A2 - Teachers' Club rreetings
1 - has meetings of volunteer "tou-o rot*
professional study
1 - has meetings of leaders of each grade group.
2 - have meetings of selected groups to
work out social academic, and executive
pro jects
.
2 - have meetings of teachers taking the
same extension course.
1 - has grouo meetings with individuals who
have similar problems, (neither grade
nor sub.iect)
3 - have individual conferences
.
5 - have social meetings
2 - have meetings of the upper and lower grade
sections of the school.
TABULATION OF DATA SUBMITTED BY TYPES
TYPE I ^tENERAL meeting WITH ALL TEACHERS PRESENT
(1) FREQUENCY OF HOLDING GENERAL MEETINGS
25 - reported m.onthly
11 - " bimonthly
8 - " as occasion demands
IC - " twice or three times a year
( 2 ) DAYS ON V.TIICH THESE MEETINGS V/ERE HELD
25 - reported no specified day
8 - " Monday
10 - " Tuesday
7 - " Wednesday
5 - " Thursday
-
" Friday
(3) GEIlERAL MEETING - WHAT HOUR HELD?
41 - re-Dorted after school
3 - "at noon before afternoon session
2 - " at 2:30 p. m.
7 - " depends on nature of meeting
1 - " occasionally before a, -m, session.

( ^ ) C-ENERAL M~ETING OCCUPIES HOW MUCH TIME
4 - reDorted length 1 l/2 hours
26 - " ^ one hoiir
26 - " " 1/2 to 3/4 of an hour
3 - " " depends on nature of meeting
( ^ ) GENERAL MEETING LEADER
4V - reported principal
1 - " -^t'acher presideiit C'f F;uM.l':y Club
4 - " netiines principal, sometimes teachei*
3 - " Superintendent and Principal
1 - " Supervisor of Training
(•7) GE^IERAL MEETING - AVERAGE Al/IOUNT OF TIME (in ^)
DEVOTED TO ADMINISTRATION
11 - reported less than 25%
14 - " 25% to 50%
18 - " 50% to 75%
7 - " 75^ to 100^
(8) DO TEACHERS KNOW PRQGRAI'J OF GENERAL MEETING IN ADVANCE?
24 - yes
13 - no
18 - sometimes
(9) AR"^ PROBLEMS TO BE TAKEN UP AT IVIRETING ASSIGNED
IN ADVANCE TO TEACHERS?
12 - ye s
26 - no
16 - sometimes
(10) DO INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS VOLUNTEER TO RELATE
THEIR TROUBLES AT THE GENERAL Mi^'ETING?
39 - yes
9 - no
7 - som.etim.es
cI
I
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(11) V.TiAT PER CENT OF THE TIME DO YOU TAKE UP BY
CALLING ATTENTION TO UNSATISFACTORY CONDITIONS
IN CLASSROOM, etc.
55 reported less than 25%
" 25fo to 50-^
2 " 50% to 75%
1 " 75'fc to lOO;;^
(12) DO YOU USUALLY TALK TO THE TEACHERS ON GENERAL
PROBLEMS?
40 - yes
•7
- no
7 - somet iiT'os
(13) DO YOU USE PRICED OR MIMEOGRAPHED MATERIAL IN
TEACHERS' M"<';ETINGS?
20 - yes
26 - no
11 - sometiries
(14) WHAT PER CENT OF THE MEETINGS HELD WITHIN YOUR
SCHOOL ARE GENERAL MEETINGS?
10 - reported to 25%
6 - " 25% to 50%
10 - " 50% to 75%
24 - " 75% to 100^
SUI/n.'-ARY OF PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
I EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES - Reported by 8 principals
5 - Extra-Curricular Activities
1 - Student Council
2 - Activity Period
II HEALTH - Reported by 12 principals
4 - H' alth in general
2 - Cleanliness
2 - Mental hygiene
1(
c
I
i
1
1
1
1
Posture
Morning health inspection
Contagious diseases
Habits
III DISCIPLINE - TOTAL 15 principals
8 - Discipline in general
1 - Juvenile delinquency
2 - Courtesy between pupils and teacher
2 - Special problem cases
2 - Creative school control
GENERAL ADMrNISTRATION OF THE SCHOOL - Total 52 principals
5 - Reports
1 - Tardiness
2 - Playground supervision
1 - Report cards
5 - Attendance
1 - Corridor passing of pupils
1 - Organization
1 - Time allotment
1 - Schedules
1 - Use of library
2 - Traffic problems
1 - Programs for special occasions
1 - Fire drills
2 - School fund, use, and raising money for
1 - "^ook lists
1 - Community Chest
1 - Pupil guidance
1 - Designating classes to avoid 1-*- - VI etc.
2 - Assemblies
1 - Charity
1 - Celebration of special days
1 - Administrative situations
TEACHING ?/[ETHODS - Reported by 42 principals
(a) ARITHMETIC - total 8
1
1
1
1
Teaching of arithmetic
Remedicil work in arithmetic
Mental arithmetic
Changed methods in arithmetic
iI
(
I
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1 - Diagnostic work in arithmetic
1 - Arithmetic tests
1 - Arithmetic situations
1 - Improvement of arithmetic
( b )READING - ENi'rLISH - reported by 11 principals
3 - Teaching of reading
2 - Remedicil v/ork in reading
2 - Reading silent
1 - English
1 - Fvolution of current j.iterature r,o tne group
- Reauing problems
(c } IMFROVEJ^EENT IN PEIWIANSHIP - reported by 2 principals
(d) TEACHING LffiTHODS (in general ) reported by 17 principals
2 - Creative teaching and learning
1 - Teaching of geography
2 - Socialized classroom activity
1 - Organization of recitation
2 - Art
3 - Hov/ to study
2 - Homev/ork
2 - Methods of all subjects
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT - reported by 6 principals
1 - General management in classroom
2 - Room decoration and appearance
1 - Economy in classroom management
1 - General atmosphere of the room
1 - Homeroom administration
PROMOTIONS - reported by 11 principals
4 - Promotion
2 - Age - grade study
1 - Over-age distribution
1 - Standards of promotions
2 - Rating of pupils
1 - Stud^/ of failures
1 - Special adjustment cases (pupils)
(
CHARACTER EDUCATIONAL ?ROBL-^":MS - reported by 16 principals
7 - Character educational problems (in general)
1 - Use of freedom in halls
3 - Attitudes
1 - Citizenship
1 - School SDirit
2 - Teaching of ideals
1 - Thrift
GE^TERAL EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY - rer^orted by
'^1 principals
3 - Meaning of tests - achievement and intelligence
2 - Interpretation test results
1 - Testing program - rating and score graph
1 - Variability of teacher's mark
2 - Individual differences and needs
1 - Research and experimentation
2 - The teacher's reading
1 - ^^arent-teaoher s problem
1 - Value of home visits
1 - Difference between new education and old
2 - Demonstration lessons
1 - Improvement in service
2 - Psychology of school subjects
1 - Curriculum
TYPE II - GROUP ?.1EETITJGS BY DEPARTMENTS
(a) WHAT PER CENT OP THE MEETINGS ARE GRADE
MEETINGS. OUT OF THE 27 SCHOOLS THAT
REPORTED HAVING DEPARTMENTAL MEETINGS;
8 - less than 20"^ were grade meetings
12 - 20 to 40% " " "6-40 to 60^ " "
1 - 60 to 805^ " " "
0-80 to 100^ " " "
(b) SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTAL MEETINGS
11 - reported English
10 - " Arithmetic
7 - " Social subjects
1 - " Music
1I
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1 - reported Psychical Education
1 - " Health
1 - " Spelling
(c ) WHO PRESIDES ^T DEPARTIVIENTAL MEETIl^GS
8 - reported Principal
1 - Normal School teacher of subjec
4 - " Senior teacher
1 - " Different teachers
1 - " Heads of departments
1 - " Superintendent
1 - " Supervisor
( d ) APPROXIMATE NmSER OF MEETINGS HELD DTJRINOx YEAR
4 - reported 2 to 24 meetings
2 - " 4 to 6 "
-
" 6 to 8 "
-
" 8 to 10 "
4 - " 10 to 12 "
(e) LENGTH OF DEPARTMENTAL MEETING
- reported less than l/2 hour
4 - " 1/2 to 3/4 of an hour
10 - " 1 to 1 1/2 hours
TYPE III - GROUP IVIEETINGS OF TEACHERS BY GRADE
(a) WHAT PER CENT OP THE MEETINGS IN THE SCHOOL
ARE GRADE MEETINGS? OUT OP THE 40 SCHOOLS
WHICH HAVE GRADE MEETINGS:
10 - reported less than 20^
10 - ' " 20 to 40^
9 - " 40 to 60fo
2 - " 60 to 80-^^
3 - " 80 to 100^
(b) WHO PRESIDES AT GRADE MEETING?
25 - reported Principal
1 - " Whoever calls it
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1 - reported Principal and teacher chosen by group
1 - " Teacher leader
1 - " Supervisor
1 - " Chairman
(c ) HOW OFTEN ARE GRADE MEETINGS HELD?
10"- reported monthly
3 - " quarterly
7 - " irregular
(d) AT V/HAT HOUR ARE GRADE MEETINGS HELD?
33 - reported after school
1 - " Noon
1 - " Various times
1 - " During school
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT TEACHERS' MEETINGS
(a) V/HERE ARE TEACHERS' MEETINGS HELD
4 - reported in Principal's office
6 - ' " " Librar-
27 - " " Classroom
6 - " Depends on type of meeting
o - " " Teachers' social room
(b) DO YOU, AS A RULE, CALL GEINERAL MEETINGS TO MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS?
41 - No
4 - Yes
3 - Sometimes
(c) ARE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE THROUGH A PRINTED OR
TYPEV/RITTEN BULLETIN?
37 - yes
7 - No
5 - Sometimes
i
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(d) OTHER MEANS OF MJ\KING ANT^IQUNCEIvIENTS TO TEACHERS
5 - reported Bulletin board
13 - " Personal interview
1 - " Written in "Notice Book"
4 - " Telephone
1 - " Word of clerk
6 - " Hand written notices to rooms
( e ) IS THERE A PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY FOR TEACHERS?
53 - yes
4 - no
( f ) NTB'IBER OF MAGAZINES IN PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY?
11 - reported to 2
5 - " 2 to 4
7 - 6 to y
9 - " 8 to 10
4 - " 10 to 12
(g) NUMBER OF PROFESSI.^NAL BOOKS IN LIBRARY
10 - reported 1 to 20
12 - " 20 to 40
7 - "40 to 60
2 - "60 to 80
9 - " iO to 100
10 - " over hundred
(h) PERIODICALS (and their frequencies) THAT PRINCIPALS
HAVE FOUND VALUABLE IN HELPING TO IMPROVE TEACHERS'
MEETINGS
1 - American School Board Journal
2 - American Childhood
6 - Bulletins of the Department of Elementary
School Principals
1 - Child's Life
2 - Childhood jiducation
2 - Elementary Schccl Journal
1 - English Jouj?nal
1 - Elementary English Review
5 - Grade teacher
1 - Journal of Educational Research
1J
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Association
2 School Arts
3 School Executives' Magazines
1 School and Society
1 Time
1 •['ravel
5 Year Books of the Department of Elementary
School Principals
THE EDUCATIONAL VALUES, (and their frequencies of mention)
TEAT COIOIECTICUT FRIl^CIFAI^ BELIEVE TflAT TEACHERS' MEETINGS
HAVE A-E AS FOLLOWS:
11 - Affords opportunity for v/orkers in grades
to exchange ideas and experiences and profit thereby.
2 - Affords opportunity to discuss common
nroblems with others in ti'^e grou?^,
3 - Affords opportunity for discussion and
evaluation of standards.
1 - Arouses thought
19 - Arouses spirit of unity, loyalty, and
cooperation among teachers,
2 - Challenge to the teacher to analyze her
problem in light of group discussion,
1 - Challenges teachers "of the old school"
2 - Clearing house for problem.s of discipline,
2 - Condusive to sociability of teaching
1 - Coordinates supervisory effort
3 - Creates general interest in school and
its nee Is, etc,
19 - Develops professional spirit, enthusiasm.,
and growth,
2 - Encourages teacher-participation
1 - Gives principal a chance to size up his
staff,
2 - Gives teachers perspective for work
4 - Gives knov/ledge of what the field of
present day education expects,
1 - Gives teachers a chance 'to let off steam"

4^^
1 - Helps teachers to realize their
responsibilities
7 - Inspirational
7 - Improves "the teachinc; in the school
1 - Keeps principal alive
2 - Makes success of each individual available
to the group
1 - Opens the way for advice in regard to
reading courses
.
12 - Secures unification of work, method and
purposes of the school.
2 - Secu2*e understanding of the guiding
philosophy of the day.
CONNECTICUT PRINCIPALS REPORTED THAT THEY FOUND THE
FOLLOWING BOOKS VALUABLE IN HELPING TO B.i PROVE THEIR
MEETINGS:
1 - Acquiring Teaching Skills - Grant, M,
1 - Classroom Organization - Sears, H.
2 - Curriculiun Making in An Elementary School -
Lincoln School Staff
5 - Creative School Control - Cor, P.
1 - Educational and Vocational Guidance - Procter, W.
5 - Education for Moral Growth - Nevraiam, A.
5 - Elementary School Supervision - Gist, A,
2 - Evry Teachers' Problems - Stark, W. E,
1 - Extra-Curriculum Activities - Roemer c''- Allen
1 - Extra Curricular Activities - McKown, H.
4 - Foundation of Method - Kilpatrid^ W.
1 - Human Nature and Conduct - Dewey, John
1 - Hov/ to Measure in Education - McCall, W.
2 - Improvement of Reading - Gates, A.
3 - Individual Punil - Mort, P. H.
1 - Junior High School Cijrricula - Hines , H. C.
1 - Junior High School Life - Thomas Tindall and Myers
1 - Junior High School Procedure - Teuton ' Struthers
1 - Pupil Adiustm.ent - Reavls
10 - The Principal and His School - Cubberly, E. P.
1 - The Psychology of Teaching - LaRue , D.
1 - The Principles of Teaching - Thoriidike ? Gates
1 - Supervision of Instruction - Nutt, H.
1 - Supervised Study in the Elementary School
Hall - Quist
5 - Supervision of Instruction - Barr Burton
1 - Simplifying Teaching - Reeder
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1 - Teaching and Learning in the Elementary
School - Mossman, L.
3 - The Classroom Teacher - Bagley, 1/V.
1 - The Primary School - Moore, A. E.
1 - The Problem Child - Sayles, M,
2 - Third Year Book of the Dept. of Elementary
School Principals
3 - Twenty-foiir th Year Book of The National
Association for Study of Education
3 - The Administration of an Elementary School- Gist, A.

CONCLUSIONS
SECTION IV
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' CPRECLUSIONS
SECTION IV
-1-
Numerically the mjunbor of replies is in-
sufficient to be able to judge fairly the conditions
in regard to "Teachers' Meetings" in the elementary
schools of Connecticut - taking the State as a whole.
Hov/ever, the geographical distribution of the replies
is extensive enough so that one can formulate certain
general conclusions,
n
The replies wi]l give a good idea of the Teachers'
Meeting situation in Fairfield County, - the south-
v/estern portion of Connecticut, for Stamford, Bridgeport,
Norv/alk, Greenwich responded eighty per cent or better.
East Hartford and West Hartford responded one hundred
per cent. Merlden and New London had a high percentage
of responses,
-2-
The general meeting type of teachers' meeting is
the predominating type of teachers' meeting held in
the Connecticut school, Tv/enty-four schools, approximately
one-half of the schools answering the questionnaire,
reported that the general meeting occupied 75 per cent
to loo per cent of the entire time given to all teachers'
meetings. Another ten schools said that no less than
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fifty to seventy-five per cent of the entire time
given to all kinds of teachers' meetings were oc-
cnpied by meetings of the general type,
-3-
Monthly general meetings were favored by the
majority of the schools. Those who reported tv/ice
or thr e times a year pointed out that the per cent
of general meetings to total meetings were very
small. In each of these cases the percentage of
grade meetir~:s was considerably higher than most of
the other schools.
-4-
Approxim.ately two-fifths of the schools reported
that they had no specified time for holding general
meetings, Tuesday and Monday ranked lirst and second
as favored reported days on which to hold m.eetings,
-5-
In r-ality, practically all the schools held
their general meetings after chool. The two prir(Cir»als
who >"^norted that general meetings were held at 1-^:30
said that the^r were led by the Superintendent and v/ere
only held tv/ice a year.
-6-
Only four princinals reported the length of their
II
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general meetings ao riore than one hour. The group
reporting was equally divided between a meeting of
one-half to three-fourths of an hour duration and one
of one hour duration,
-7-
Almost without an exception the principal
of the school is the loader of the general meeting,
-8-
In over two -fifths of the schools thp average
amount of tim.e devoted to administration is fifty
per cent or higher. Six schools reported that no time
was given to administration at the general m-eeting.
-9-
The ratio of two to one exists in favor of
teachers knowing the program of the general meeting
in advance. A considerable number of the principals
reoorted "sometimes" to this question,
-ir-
The general tendency is not to assign the
problems t'- be taken up at the meeting to the teachers
in advance. Over forty-Dor cent of principals answered
no to this question. About sixteen per cent said
that while they did/9o^lt as a general thing, sometimes
they did.

-11-
The principals appear to like to have individual
teachers volunteer to relate their troubles at a
general meeting, for an overv/helriing number reported
"yes".
-12-
Practically all of the principals said that lees
than tv/enty-five per cent of the time of the general
meeting is taken u^^ calling attention to unsatisfactory
^'"^ijtions in classroom., "^^-^lls, etc. t "- ct, tv/ent^/-
nine principals out of the reporting fifty-three
princir^als said that no tim.e whatsoever was devoted
to this kind of criticism. It is a matter for in-
dividual conference, appeared to be the census of
opinion.
-13-
A large maiority of the principals talk to the
teachers on general problem.s at general meetings
.
- 14 -
There is almost an ^ven 'division in regard to
the use of printed or mimeographed material in teachers'
m.eetings •

-15-
In re^^ard to the problems taken up at the general
meeting one finds that problems of teaching methods,
general administration of the school, general educational
theory and philosophy^ and problem.s of character education-
rank first, second, third, and fourth, respectively.
-16-
The classroom, is the place where most of the teachers
meetings are held. The library ranks a poor second.
-17-
Hardly any principals call m.eetings to make
announcements. There are very fev/ principals v/ho don't
make announcem.ents through a printed or typewritten
bulletin
.
-18-
There are only four exceptions to the statement
that all reporting schools have a professional library
for teachers. Most of these librarias are lim.ited.
Six or less magazines appear to v/hat the majority has.
Only ten schools reported a professional library of
over one hundred books.
-19-
The Elementar77- School J' urnal, The Journal of
the National Educational Association, and the Normal
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Instructor and Primary Plans are the three magazines that
the principals have found most valuable in helping to
improve teachers' meetings. In this respect one finds
that E. P. Cubberly's book. The Principal and His School
is the outstanding one.
-20-
Next in im.-portance to the general meeting we
find the grade m.eeting of teachers. Over two-thirds
of the reporting schools have this type. These meetings,
presided over by the principal, are held m-onthly after
the days v/ork is finished. The per cent of the grade
meetings to total meetings seldom is more than fifty
per cent. In most cases it is far le-.s.
-21-
In regard to the departmental meeting the data
subm.itted is insuffici nt to form, the basis of any
definite conclusion. However, from has been sub-
m.itted one may say tbat one-half of the reporting schools
have departmental meetings. One hour or longer is the
usual length. Once again we find that the principal
is the leader. Hov/ever, there seems to be more teacher's
leadership in this tyoe of a m.eeting than in the others.
-22-
Prom.oter of unity, loyalt^r, and cooperation among
jn University
«ieiiG^ cf Educatidfi
Library
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the faculty; developer of professional spirit,
enthusiasm and grov/th; unifier of the work, the
methods, and the -purposes of the school; and
finally, improver of the teaching in the school are
the values, in their order, that Connecticut
principals ascribe to the faculty meeting,
-25-
I"' final conclusion one may say that practice
and theory are not so very far apart in the Con-
necticut schools. The great fault lies in the fact that
there is still too much of the time of the micetlng
devoted to administration. Also, one v/onders if it
is good policy on the part of the prnncinals to
monopolize so much of the leadership of the meetings.
However, there anpears to be a distinct effort on the
nart of rest principals to -^ut sound recogxiizea theory
into practice as far as it is possible.
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PURPOSE AImD R^.ASOMS FQ:^ WIS OmSTIOWNAIRE
To Comccticut 31v.rr.cntL.ry Schcol Pr i''iCi\'als
:
This qnont lonniiro is loart of a B-.jston Ur.iV'.r s.ity ^^raducte
t/hesis or. the s"'ibicct of "Toachors' ivIootinp;s in tho Eloracntary
Schools of ';oririoc':lr-..j.+:
,
'"' The thesis, which is being written
under tho supervision oT Professor H-.rhort Blair, is 'iivldod into
thr e -par t s ,
Tho first part d^'als with the theory of teachers' moet-
ings as seen from the 07,^03 of text book and ncriodical v;r iters,
etc. The second nart is this ajaest ionnairc which is an attempt
to find out how far th-:.ory coincidos with reality in the Connecti-
cut elementary schools, "phc third p:..rt ic the sijuni iar y.
All the ^Sootc ir simply '"'ritten in ordor that tho reader
may knov; the purpose of tl is qucs tior.nairo ana the use to which
tho results are g-^irin- to be. put.
This questionnaire is, as far as possible, being sent to
all elementary school principals v;he havu charge of a building
of ten rooms or more.
Two conies of this data shoot arc enclosed, one to be
returned to the ad^lress indicated and one retained for your files.
AnsYAors are only to be treated statistically.
The \7rit0r knows this is somewhat of an imposition, but
hopes that you, under the stated circumstances, v/ill over Ic ok it.
In partial ret-orn, a sununar^/ of the results v/ill be mailed to all
rcsDondcnts who desire it,
V/ill ^^'ou please fill cut ycur qucs t I'-'nnair and m.ail it
promptly to,
Stcv/art M, Patterson
Rogers Junicr Hi^.b Scpiool
S t am.fo rd , C o r no c t i c ut

ITMIS SCHOO L SIZE OF SCPOOL
I Check (1) tho t^^pes of mcotin."js hclu in ycvr school,
1 ( ) general meet: n.;::s of all tGacl^ers :
2 ( ) gror.p nectin^rs of teachers by departirents -Erirlish;, etc
,
3 ( ) f^roup meotirXi'=;s of teachers gradij
4 ( ) list other c o rJo/x nat i on s v.hi i ch you ho Id .
(1)
(2)
(3)
II TYPE I - GElJER'iL MESTITiCr v/iTH ALL TEACFIERS TRESSKT
1. Lhiat per co]it Q-f the meetings held vvj.thin your school are
g oner a 1 me j 1 1 ng s '?
2. Hov; often hold?
3, On v.hat '-ay?
4, At v'hat hour?
5. Meeting cccu^.ies hov; m-ach tirae?
6, ^/ho is the lec'.der of the meeting?
V, Average amount of time (in devoted to administration?
8, Do the teachers know the prograru of the meeting in
advanc e?
9, Are problems to be taken up at the meeting assigned in
advance to teacher?
10, Do in'^.iviiual teachers voltmteer to relate their troubles,
etc, at the general mooting?
11, \-/hat per cent oi' the time of tbe meeting do 7/ou take up
by calling attention to unsatisfactory conditions in
classroom.s, etc?
12, Do you usually talk to the teachers on ^'eneral problems?
13, Do you use r^rinted or mimeographed miaterial in teachers'
meetings?

1^. List rj»ccl : s that have been attacked at those general
TYPE II GROUP MEETINGS OF TEACHERS BY DS?.\RTMi£NTS
(a) SUBJECT VIEO PRESIDES APPROXIMATE NUMBER LENGTH OF
OF LH^ETIHOS HELD IvIELTING
(b) ^ liat p:r cent of the ncotinf's hold siro departmental mootin{2S?
T^'PE III GROUP MEETING OF TEACHERS BY GRADE
vVHC_PRESID5S tiOu OFTEN AT WHAT HOUR HELD
(b) \7nat por cent of the meetings are ;'-^rado neetings?
III V.herc civv the teachers' meetings held?
IV Do you, r.s a ri-.le, call general neotj.ixjs to make announcomonts?
1 . Vihe n?
2. Few much tjne do they take up?
3. Hov/ often called?
V Are vour announcements madu through a printed or typc^writton
bulletins!
1, Other means of making annoiincemont s to teachers?
VI Is there a professional library for teachers?
Number of ma,c:;azinos Number of books
Name thr^o books that you have founl valuable in hoD.pin^; to improve
|rcur meetings?
Name tliree periodicals that "ou have founl valuable?
\^Tiat educational values do yor bolir;Vc the teachers' mcetj.nf^s have?
(1)
(2)
(3)
- PER-SOML
1, Would ycv care for a sujr.rary of the rooults?
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